Love Walked In
Marisa De Los Santos
FIC DE LOS SANTOS
Marisa de los Santos offers us two fine young heroines, Cornelia and Clare, and she trains a rich, brimming, silver screen light on their sorrows and elations.

Promises to Keep
Jane Green
FIC GREEN
The lives of some odd, colorful characters intersect when they each receive a shocking note that summons them together for one extraordinary summer in Maine and changes their lives forever.

Where We Belong
Emily Giffin
FIC GIFFIN
An unforgettable story of two women, the families that make them who they are, and the longing, loyalty and love that binds them together.

Me Before You
JoJo Moyes
FIC MOYES
A Love Story for this generation, Me Before You brings to life two people who couldn’t have less in common—a heartbreakingly romantic novel that asks, “What do you do when making the person you love happy also means breaking your own heart?”

Thanks for the Memories
Cecelia Ahern
FIC AHERN
Justin Hitchcock is divorced, lonely and restless. He arrives in Dublin to give a lecture on art and meets an attractive doctor, Joyce Conway, who persuades him to donate blood. It’s the first thing to come straight from his heart in a long time.

I’ve Got Your Number
Sophie Kinsella
FIC KINSSELLA
Poppy Wyatt is about to marry her ideal man but in one afternoon her happily ever after begins to fall apart. She lost her engagement ring, her phone is stolen and when she “borrows” a cell phone she happens to find, the owner of which increasingly upends her life through emails and text messages.
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Angry Housewives Eating Bon-Bons
Lorna Landvik
FIC LANDVIK
The most eclectic and engaging group of women you’ll ever meet share love, loss, and laughter. The women of Freesia Court are fully convinced that there is nothing good coffee, delectable desserts and a strong shoulder can’t fix.

The Brightest Star in the Sky
Marian Keyes
FIC KEYES
Seven neighbors become entangled when a sassy and prescient spirit pays a visit to their Dublin townhouse with the intent of changing at least one of their lives. But what will this metamorphosis be and who will the sprite choose?
In Her Shoes
Jennifer Weiner
FIC WEINER
Rose and Maggie, the brain and the beauty, make journeys of discovery that take them from the streets of Philadelphia to a “retirement community for active seniors.” It will speak to anyone who has endured the bonds of big or little sisterhood, or who has dreamed of trying something else on for size.
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Second Assistant
Clare Naylor
FIC NAYLOR
No political science degree could ever prepare Elizabeth Miller for her new job as a second assistant at The Agency. She is a survivor, and no Machiavellian assistant, lecherous producer, or power struggle at The Agency can douse her nascent dreams of climbing up the Hollywood ladder.
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Slummy Mummy
FIONA NEILL
CD FIC NEILL
Lucy Sweeney has three sons, a husband on a short fuse, and a tendency toward domestic disaster. When she begins a flirtation with Sexy Domesticated Dad, a father from the school car-pool lane, the string of white lies to cover up the trail of chaos and illicit desire starts to unravel and disaster looms.
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Olivia Joules and the Overactive Imagination
Helen Fielding
FIC FIELDING
Move over 007. A stunning, sexy-and decidedly female-new player has entered the world of international espionage. Her name is Olivia Joules and she’s ready to take America by storm with charm, style, and her infamous Overactive Imagination.
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If You Were Here
Jen Lancaster
FIC LANCASTER
Told in an uproariously entertaining voice, If You Were Here follows Amish-zombie-teen-romance author Mia and her husband Mac (and their pets) through the alternately frustrating, exciting, terrifying—but always funny process of buying and renovating their first home.
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I Don’t Know How She Does It
Allison Pearson
FIC PEARSON
For every woman trying to strike that impossible balance between work and home and pretending that she has, here’s a novel to make you cringe with recognition and laugh out loud. Pearson captures the guilty secret lives of working women from the comic deceptions to the giddy exhaustion.
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Dedication
Emma McLaughlin and Nicola Kraus
LT FIC MCLAUGHLIN
Kate Hollis has a chance to confront her ex-boyfriend, Jake Sharpe, who is a famous recording star and whose songs are all about their personal memories.
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Maybe This Time
Jennifer Crusie
FIC CRUSIE
When Andie’s ex-husband, North Archer, becomes the guardian of two orphans, he asks Andie to take care of them. In need of money, Andie agrees to become the nanny. Once there, she is subject to an idiosyncratic cast of guests including ghosts.
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